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Deliverable D4.1 Mission statement of NFFA-RI 

1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1. Purpose of the document 

Purpose of this document is to outline briefly the process which lead to the definition of the NFFA 
Mission Statement (see ANNEX II at the end of the document).  

1.2. Application Area 

Targets of this document are the members of the NFFA Project and the EC Project Officers. 

1.3. References 

Description of Work (DoW). See at web site: 
http://www.nffa.eu/UserFiles/file/Annex_I_DoW.pdf  

1.3.1. Objective of Work Package 4 

Define the mission and the general structure of the future NFFA-RI, including general management of 
the central RI and of the local facilities and access criteria via quick international review of projects.  

Develop schemes for implementing a NFFA-RI repository of data and protocols and to make it available 
to the general users.  Develop schemes for remote use of NFFA-RI.  

Set quality standards of production. Define efficient users’ access. 

1.3.2. Description of work broken down into tasks 

The following task was defined in WP4: 
T4.1) Definition of the mission of NFFA-RI, developing the initial concepts: 
a) To enable rapid advancements in science, engineering and technology at the nano-scale by 

providing efficient access to nanotechnology infrastructure and to the available fine analysis 
infrastructures (synchrotrons, high power lasers and FELs, neutron sources) to users from scientific 
institutions and industry. 

b) To provide shared, open, and geographically distributed laboratories, for design, nanofabrication, 
synthesis, characterization, and resources to build structures, devices, and functional systems with 
top-down and bottom-up approaches, also to be the final stop for advanced fine analysis 
experiments at closely located large scale facilities (LSF). To provide an open access data repository 
on nanoscience. 

c) To set standards in the production of well controlled nanostructured systems and the relevant 
metrology, and to greatly improve the reproducibility and comparison of experimental results in 
the energy, space and time domain performed with photon and particle beams at the LSFs. 

d) To exploit the advantages of proximity to Synchrotrons and/or FELs and/or Neutron sources by 
making possible advanced experiments in nanoscience on both static and dynamic properties and 
functional behaviour and to optimize instrumentation, methods and metrology for nanoscience. 

e) To establish a general scheme for specific access to industry. The aim is not only to determine an 
access route for applied research proposals, but also the correct environment and laboratories in 
terms of standard processes, equipment reliability and confidentiality of the research activities 
that will help to make NFFA attractive for industrial companies. In particular the effort will be 
devoted to match interest and fast technological transfer to Small and Medium Enterprises. 

http://www.nffa.eu/UserFiles/file/Annex_I_DoW.pdf
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f) To define a standard and the related intellectual property issues for a NFFA-RI repository of data 
and metadata on nanoscience results and protocols that should guarantee open accessibility, 
under transparent rules, by the general science community and others.  Definition of the 
restrictions of access to protect publication time and/or other intellectual property issues. 

2. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY  

In line with the general recommendations of ERA
1 and the GENNESYS White Paper2 and according to the main objectives of the NFFA design study as 

outlined in Annex 1 of the NFFA grant agreement, a NFFA vision results in four key concepts as follows: 

 open access to a pan-European distributed facility, provided by a single access portal, 

 but achieving a close connection to different complementary co-located LSFs with the aim to 
achieve optimized exploitation of fine analysis available at the LSFs by (a) strategic access to them, 
(b) raising the standards in sample definition and (c) advanced training; 

 a common metrology and a widespread technological platform so as to (a) provide a step forward in 
the challenge of atomic precision manufacturing and (b) shift the scientific competition towards 
ideas and intellectual skills; 

 the first Nanoscience Repository so as to make the results easily available also for industries and 
SMEs. 

NFFA centres close to nearby analytical Large Scale Facilities (LSFs) are naturally intended to be science 
centres that can nevertheless carry out also application oriented research and development. Deliverable 
“D2.2 NFFA Science Program” reinforces this concept by stating that NFFA shall basically be a science 
research infrastructure strongly characterized by in-house scientific programs. 

A workshop was organized in June 2009 in order to discuss scientific profiles, user access strategies 
and management structures. The idea was to explore together with representatives of nanoscience 
communities the best suited practices so as to make effective the link between nano-centres and LSFs and 
to realize technical solutions for strategic scientific cases. Selected representatives from specific 
Nanoscience Foundries as well as from the material science and bio-medical communities were invited to 
investigate also possible synergies with existing centres. 

A number of existing infrastructures devoted to nanoscience were taken into account as reference 
models for the NFFA Design Study (DS): in particular the DoE nanoscience centres in the USA, but also 
European infrastructures developed and managed mainly at national level, as well as European projects 
dealing with support to nanoscience and nanotechnology. These infrastructures/projects were studied and 
analyzed directly through site visits or indirectly by means of mail/phone contacts and website 
consultations. All the information so inferred and gathered was stored in a database in order to set up a 
SWOT analysis and therefore assess Strengths and Weaknesses of the existing initiatives and point out 
Opportunities and Threats to be addressed by the NFFA-DS. This leads to a clearer comprehension of the 
location of NFFA research infrastructure within the present European research scenario. 

Thanks to all these inputs, it was possible to deepen the analysis of some important aspects 
concerning the NFFA mission (i.e. science, technology, services, training and dissemination) and to outline 
the following NFFA profile.  

Each NFFA Centre will: 

 Provide a distributed infrastructure to academia, industry and civil services, for the integration of 
research efforts in nanoscience by means of advanced nanofabrication methods and a fuller 
exploitation of the atomic-precision metrology tools available at advanced European Large Scale 
Facilities, with the aim of fostering the fundamental understanding and control of materials at the 
nanoscale. 
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 Create a common technical platform for advanced nanofabrication and characterization of 
nanostructures, providing European users with a well defined metrology and standards for synthesis 
and nanofabrication protocols, atomic resolution analysis, modelling and simulation methods, 
capable of supporting research of a scope, complexity, and disciplinary breadth that goes beyond 
what it is usually possible for individuals and small research.  

 Offer an effective open access opportunity for both short- and long-term proposals by academic and 
industrial researchers, assisted, when needed, by highly qualified staff, composed of scientists and 
engineers. The centres will be equipped and staffed to reproduce or further develop user protocols 
for nanofabrication and nano-analysis as well as to prepare tailored experiments with radiation 
sources or advanced microscopy techniques. The NFFA scientists will also carry on in-house science 
programs in order to keep the centres technically proficient and scientifically excellent.  

 Develop the first repository of nanoscience data and protocols for metrology, synthesis and analysis. 

 Maximize the impact of Large Scale Facilities on European science and technology by raising the 
standard of sample definition and characterization for advanced experiments with ultrafast, 
nanofocused and high-energy resolution probes available at synchrotrons, free electron lasers and 
neutron facilities. 

 Provide an ideal infrastructure for advanced training of graduate students, postdoctoral associates 
and professional scientists/engineers/technicians in interdisciplinary nanoscale science, engineering, 
and technology development. 

The final NFFA mission statement (see Annex II) has been then published on the NFFA website. 

3. IMPACT OBJECTIVES AND NFFA VISION 

At the atomic scale level, the frontier between the basic knowledge of physical, chemical and 
biological processes or systems and their applications in technological contexts is not well defined 
anymore. Understanding processes from the quantum point of view and using them for developing the 
next generation of products are to be seen as two sides of one coin. The achievement of a closer 
connection between basic understanding and manufacturing activities at the atomic scale level, also from 
the point of view of research infrastructures, is therefore of strategic relevance for EU competitiveness. 

On one side, Europe has research infrastructures for basic understanding of matter like the Large Scale 
Facilities devoted to its fine analysis. Some of them (neutron and synchrotron sources) are mature tools 
ready to be available for an extended and more standardized use in nanoscience and nanotechnology; 
other ones, like FEL and e-infrastructures, are under development and will open new perspectives in the 
next decade. 

On the other side, nanofabrication and synthesis of functional materials at the nanoscale level are 
currently performed in laboratories (academic or industrial) operating at national or regional level and they 
do not take full advantage of advanced fine analysis methods. Furthermore, we are presently at the 
bottleneck where fine analysis (in particular in situ and on growth analysis) of complex and nanostructured 
advanced functional materials is inhibited because time consuming sample preparation does not match 
with stringent beam time allocation at the LSFs.  

The opportunity to better combine efforts in advanced analytical methods at the LSFs with present and 
future capabilities to define samples and systems at the nanometric or atomic scale level has to be 
explored.  Reliable proposals having a high impact on the involved scientific and technological communities 
are likely to become essential in the foreseeable future. 

In line with the ERA vision3 and the GENNESYS recommendation4, the main impact objectives that can be 
addressed by the Nanoscience Foundries and Fine Analysis (NFFA) Project can be summarized in the 
following points: 
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 To enable nanoscience and nanotechnology to fully exploit Large Scale Facilities (LSFs) for fine 
analysis and vice versa, in order to give added value to efforts made in both areas. This is 
fundamental for what is foreseen to be the next generation challenge of atomic precision 
manufacturing. 

 To provide a reliable open opportunity in terms of technological and bureaucratic accessibility in 
order to shift more and more the competition in nanoscience and nanotechnology from 
technological and financial capabilities of individual research groups and companies (in particular 
SME and spin-off companies) toward intellectual skills and fruitful collaborations. 

 To make nanoscience and nanotechnology outcomes more promptly available to the subsequent 
steps of the innovation chain and to society in general, including the spread of a more scientific 
culture in these converging fields. 

On the basis of the aforementioned objectives and according to the Annex 1 of the NFFA grant 
agreement we can therefore summarize a Nanoscience Foundries and Fine Analysis vision, highlighting the 
key points characterizing strengths and unique aspects of the NFFA infrastructure, aimed to achieve the 
above mentioned objectives. These are: 

1. An open access to a pan-European distributed facility with the legal status of a European Research 

Infrastructure Consortium (ERIC), made up of 3 to 6 centres characterized by scientific specialties 

embedded with local synergies and nearby LSFs but providing a single access portal so as to be an 

integrated laboratory environment for the development of advanced nanoscience with atomic 

precision fabrication and metrology. 

2. Optimized exploitation of LSFs by nano-oriented scientific communities by (a) providing a 

strategic access for Fine Analysis to a wider community of users,(b) raising the standards in 

sample preparation, definition and characterization for the most advanced fine analysis tools 

including nanobeams and ultra short pulses of X-ray and UV as well as neutron pulses and (c) 

providing an ideal infrastructure for advanced training in interdisciplinary nanoscale science. 

3. A common metrology and a widespread technological platform for advanced nanofabrication, 

synthesis and characterization of nanostructures, available to all scientific and technological 

communities so as to (a) provide a push forward in the challenge of atomic precision 

manufacturing and (b) shift the scientific competition towards ideas and intellectual skills rather 

than among different technological and financial capabilities of research groups around Europe. 

4. The first Nanoscience Repository of molecular data for functional and complex materials and 

protocols for synthesis and metrology of nanostructured systems so as to make the results of 

nanoscience centres easily available for specific applications developed by technology districts as 

well as for next generation products manufactured by industries and SMEs. Full exploitation of 

emerging e-infrastructures to achieve high and capillary impact in making nanoscience outcomes 

promptly available to society.  

4. NFFA AS A SCIENCE CENTER 

The NFFA Project defines a novel European distributed research infrastructure which aims to create an 
advanced platform in nanoscience by integrating the benefits of advanced fine analysis methods (based on 
radiation sources at the LSFs) with advanced synthesis and nanofabrication at the atomic scale. 

An overall distinction differentiates: 

 science centres, which are research infrastructures under the guidance of academic and public 
research institutions, focusing on basic knowledge and producing high quality scientific publications 
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 technology centres, like for instance technology districts, which are more under the guidance of 
industries and policy makers, focusing on market driven applications and customer oriented 
developments and producing patents and engineered/integrated products ready to the market. 

The NFFA centres, being closely connected with nearby analytical Large Scale Facilities (LSF), which are 
powerful tools for the characterization and the understanding of materials and processes at the atomic 
level, are naturally intended to be science centres. Nevertheless, due to the converging character of 
nanoscience and nanotechnology, which are bridging together different disciplines and heterogeneous 
application fields, the NFFA science centres will also carry out application oriented research and 
development, including prototyping and technological proofs of principle whenever scientific and 
technological development merit is met, in case also including a quote of private financing. Indeed at this 
length scale, the distinction between understanding and guiding processes for technology purposes is 
vanishing, the difference being only a matter of control at the quantum level. 

 

 

 
 

Fig.1 The NFFA mission in the innovation chain. 

 

 

 

In defining a science centre the scientific program (see deliverable D2.2) is a fundamental building 
block not only to outline which the main activities will be and to address the necessary competences and 
instruments, but also to qualify the scientific profile of the infrastructure itself, including the mission. 
Therefore we start by the basic statement that NFFA is a science research infrastructure that will be 
strongly characterized by a scientific program. 
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One of the most relevant targets of FP7 projects is to maximize the impact of knowledge and research 
on society. One way to create new opportunities for novel products and services is to bridge different steps 
in the innovation chain going from knowledge to market (Fig.1) or to make different competence areas and 
disciplines within the same innovation step (Fig.1) to converge in order to face specific global challenges 
like energy, environment and health. NFFA will aim to bridge the analytical expertise matured in the last 
three decades at the LSFs with the capillary competences that have been developing in the last decade in 
the field of nanoscience and nanotechnology, as well as to join basic and applied research with the 
development of applications and new products. 

5. PRESENT STATUS  

5.1. Site visits 

In the framework of the National Nanotechnology Initiative in US (an investment now totalling $14 
billion since 2001 to promote the development of nanotechnology), the Department of Energy (DoE) 
created a network of five nanoscience centres located close to LSFs providing synchrotron radiation and/or 
neutrons for the fine analysis of matter. It is therefore obvious that the “DoE Centres” are a reference 
model for the NFFA design study. 

In 2008, NFFA partners visited several DoE Centres: the Centre for Functional Nanomaterials in 
Brookhaven National laboratory, the Centre for Nanophase Materials Sciences in Oak Ridge National 
Laboratory, the Molecular Foundry in Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory, and the Centre of Integrated 
Nanotechnologies in Sandia National Laboratory. 

Information from other European nanoscience centres as well as from European projects which are 
relevant for the NFFA design study has been collected by visiting the web sites and using the dissemination 
materials like activity reports or published deliverables. 

5.2. Hypercube database 

The collected information has been stored in a database to make it promptly available to all 
participants to the NFFA project and to allow for an effective analysis useful for the drafting of the NFFA 
design study deliverables. The database is a simple version of a relational database, the so-called 
hypercube, which is a multidimensional table. The hypercube follows a simplified structure of the WP4: 
each information slot stored in the hypercube is therefore characterized by: 

 a Task: Work Package 4 consists of nine tasks spanning all the bureaucratic aspects of the NFFA-RI, 
therefore also the collected information from existing centres and running projects has been 
inserted in a similar structure based on the various aspects defining the scientific profile and the  
management structure of the centre/project; 

 a Topic: each included Task has been further divided into Topics in order to permit a more flexible 
and effective analysis/comparison of the existing strategies. The Mission Task, for instance, has 
been divided in five Topics: Science, Technology, Services, Training and Dissemination, according to 
the most used statements of missions found out by navigating through the centres/projects web 
sites; 

 an Enquiry, that is the name identifying the centre or the project selected. In order to quickly display 
a category of enquiries, an “enquiry type” selection option as been activated, that is “Nano 
Centres”, “EU Projects”, “NFFA” and “Demo Type”. The “NFFA” type will display all the information 
coming from any of the NFFA design study actions, like workshops, meetings, other Tasks or 
deliverables. The “Demo” type is an example displaying what the Task Leader is asked to perform in 
order to run the analysis. 

The list of the selected Enquiries is: 
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 DoE Centres, Nanoscale Science Research Centres of the U.S. Department of Energy 

 KNMF, Karlsruhe Nano Micro Facility 

 MYFAB, Swedish Micro and Nano Fabrication Network 

 NNIN, National Nanotechnology Infrastructure Network of the US National Science Foundation 

 The Centre for Nanoscale Science and Nanotechnology of the US National Institute of Standard 
and Technology 

 EMBL, European Molecular Biology Laboratory 

 IMEC Research Centre in Nano-electronics and Nano-technology 

 INSPIRE, Integrated NanoScience Platform for Ireland 

 EUMINAfab, Integrating European Research Infrastructure for micro-nano fabrication 

 PRINS, Pan-European Research Infrastructure for Nano-Structures 

 GENNESYS, Grand Eu initiative on Nanoscience & nanotechnology using NEutron and SYnchrotron 
radiation Sources 

 The 1st NFFA workshop for the implementation of WP4 

Each piece of information collected for any Enquiry is inferred by the related web site or collected 
during a site visit. The capability to read such a hyper-table by listing more Topics for a particular 
Centre/Project or more Centres/Projects for a particular Topic allows for an effective analysis of state of the 
art and current running strategies. 

Not all the Tasks will be analyzed by the Hypercube, but only those where a comparison/evaluation 
through the several Enquiries will be helpful. For instance, it is evident that a straightforward comparison 
concerning the mission and the user access of the presently operating institutions will be crucial in defining 
the strategic role of the NFFA-RI. 

5.3. First NFFA Workshop 

Within the NFFA strategy, a major issue of the Design Study is to assess the added value of 
Nanoscience Centres operating close to and in synergy with LSFs. A workshop has been organized in order 
to discuss scientific profiles, users access strategies and management structures best suited to make 
effective the link between nano-centres and LSFs and to fulfil technical solutions proposed for strategic 
scientific cases. The executive summary of the 1st NFFA workshop is attached in Annex I of the present 
deliverable. 

6. SWOT ANALYSIS 

The final aim for using the hypercube is to elaborate a SWOT analysis (Strengths-Weaknesses of the 
selected Enquiry and Opportunities and Threats for the NFFA solution) based on the existing Centres and 
Projects compared with the NFFA objectives and vision listed above. Such an analysis aims to put in 
evidence the gaps nowadays present at the European community level, taking the advantage of the 
roadmap recently carried out by DoE Centres and other European nanoscience initiatives as well as by 
emerging strategies that are going to be implemented in FP7 like the new generation of e-infrastructures. 

In order to achieve such a SWOT analysis the Task Leader can simply perform a “read and rank” 
operation. In particular, after selecting a single Topic (for instance the scientific part of the mission) and 
displaying all the Enquiries for that Topic, he/she may rank each Centre or Project according to the NFFA 
impact objectives and vision and, if appropriate, add comments that will be taken into account for the 
drafting of the deliverable. 

In the following SWOT analysis, Strengths and Weaknesses are addressed to the selected Enquiry while 
Opportunities and Threats are meant with respect to the potential solutions of the NFFA design study. 
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 DoE Centres 

S: top science proposal with peer review and no fee located in the proximity of analytical LSFs 
W: very low concern to industrial access (for instance less than 4% at the Molecular Foundry); link with 

LSF weakly structured, strategic access to LSFs left, in case, to  “director beam time”; the five centres are 
autonomous 

O: to keep top level science while achieving a more flexible access, more suitable for technological 
applications and more reliable to join strategic access to fine analysis at the LSFs; to set up a common 
standard of metrology and protocols by joining different centres and several LSFs in a unique distributed 
infrastructure 

T: to deal with a double peer review process (one for the Nanoscience Foundry and one for the LSF), to 
implement an “alternative” path to get beam time at the LSFs with a higher score 

 KNMF 

S: proper access and technical solutions to link nanotechnology and nanofabrication with synchrotron 
radiation investigations at ANKA; direct access for strategic proposals provided with ex-post evaluation; 
technological support and advice related to the technologies from first contact through experimental and 
development stages. 

W: it has been developed in a technology driven environment therefore an in-house scientific top level 
research is missing as well as training and dissemination activities are undersized 

O: although the NFFA vision is very similar to KNMF strategy, NFFA, by joining more Nanoscience 
centers and several related LSFs, will be more reliable in keeping a high level scientific background 

T: without establishing a synergy and differentiated missions with respect to existing infrastructures 
like KNMF, a lack of users may occur, in particular at the early stage when the specific user communities are 
still at a niche level 

 MYFAB 

S: huge direct access operation with external users entering the clean rooms and running instruments 
W: users are selected more on the criteria of the scientific collaboration instead of the peer review 

evaluation 
O: to find the correct balance between direct access operations and technical supported ones as well 

as the effective management in order to guarantee top level science and technology but low level of 
damage risk 

T: predominant direct access into the laboratories discourages inexperienced users thus affecting the 
aim to attract new interdisciplinary users communities 

 NNIN 

S: the concept of Technical Liaison, for supporting inexperienced users, even in the proposal 
application step, is outstanding to attract new interdisciplinary users communities 

W: NNIN is essentially a network of heterogeneous and complementary institutions with different 
legal status and different management, leading to the typical difficulties to deal with multisite operations 

O: a Technical Liaison service aimed to support heterogeneous scientific and technological 
communities, further fostered by an effective concept of Data Repository managing the technical 
competences of the whole NFFA infrastructure, should create a virtuous flux of human and intellectual 
capital throughout all the potential user communities 

T: a huge effort to set up a complex support to the proposal applications with respect to the effort to 
carry them out; 
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CNSN-NIST 

S: top level, at the forefront of the state of the art, instrument for high performance metrology and 
protocols 

W: weak flexibility for advanced research investigation beyond the frontier of known and established 
procedures; no direct access of external researchers 

O: the NFFA concept of common standards for metrology and protocols could achieve the right 
compromise between an effective common metrology, also between the different centres, and the 
necessary flexibility to carry out forefront science 

T: achieving a common standard between several centres, some of which could be based on existing 
infrastructures, is a tricky plan and may lead to a complex combination of adapted tools as well as to 
expensive solutions 

 EMBL 

S: one of the best practice of multi site European infrastructure; it has been the first actor to 
implement the BAG (Block Allocation Groups) for strategic access to large scale facilities and to overcome 
complexities and criticalities in the sample preparation; EMBL is also running bio-banking and data 
repositories on genomics and proteomics; 

W: EMBL is not a true open access infrastructure 
O: to implement an ERIC in the nanoscience field with a similar success in terms of access and scientific 

solutions as EMBL did in biology 
T: to overlap, in the field of nano-bio- structures, with the EMBL activity 

 IMEC 

S: IMEC is an example of big nanotechnology centres which has got a competitive critical mass in the 
field of nano-electronics and nanotechnology in terms of heterogeneous partnerships, involved people and 
worldwide collaborative projects 

W: the mission is strongly industry oriented and specifically addressed to the three trends: More 
Moore, More than Moore, Convergence of More Moore and More than Moore in the ICT field, therefore it 
is not well suited for interdisciplinary scientific research 

O: an effective connection to LSFs connected with an interdisciplinary, advanced-research open access, 
can outline a key difference with respect to the IMEC potentiality and focus NFFA strategy more on atomic 
level understanding and control; a more technological institution like IMEC could be instead a typical user 
of the NFFA facilities and data repository where characterization and protocols of emerging materials and 
solutions can be more promptly available and within a wider point of view (for instance to compare 
different solutions, to correlate synthesis protocols with analytical characterization, etc.) and therefore 
capable to address more efficiently possible applications 

T: the crucial point to differentiate the NFFA strategic position with respect to well established 
nanotechnology centres like IMEC is mainly the added value obtained by the full breath of the LSFs 
exploitation, and the actual state-of-the-art quality of all the NFFA multidisciplinary facilities; if this will be 
only partially achieved the unbalance in terms of critical mass will make NFFA not competitive 

 INSPIRE 

S: INSPIRE is a good example of organization and clustering of nanotech and converging technologies 
at national level, joining academic as well as private institutions, where everything is well dimensioned and 
connected to local needs, even if in the mission “to grow up the ranking of local science and technology in 
the global market” is pointed out. 

W: it is a network and not an open access facility at pan-European level 
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O: well organized national clusters like INSPIRE could be one of the paradigmatic users of the NFFA-RI, 
taking the advantage of the link with analytical LSFs which offers a reliable opportunity to increase the 
scientific ranking of involved community or even by using the lab sharing opportunity to implement shared 
laboratory in the NFFA centres, in the proximity of analytical LSFs. 

T: starting NFFA-RI without a proper connection with this kind of existing entities could mean a lack of 
potential users and impact capabilities that are strategic for the NFFA start-up 

 EUMINAfab 

S: solutions to overcome technical and access constraints typical of LSFs (timing, scheduling, sample 
definition) in order to facilitate nanoscience, typically time consuming, experiments 

W: a complex consortium joining private as well as public institutions requiring a complex 
management is not well suited to promote common strategies in terms of metrology, protocols and data 
availability 

O: to implement a similar strategy in an ERIC able to overcome all the possible bottlenecks in terms of 
bureaucratic as well as technical fragmentation and differentiation which could arise in the frame of an 
inhomogeneous cluster  

T: with the aim of taking advantage of existing infrastructures, the ERIC could not overcome properly 
the abovementioned crucial points 

 PRINS 

S: a project driven by the industrial community could in principle be more effective on technological 
applications and product driven activities and prefigure a higher societal impact 

W: indeed the technical constraints for satisfying some industrial requests like wide scale, high 
throughput, well established materials, etc. will severely reduce the flexibility that is needed in order to 
face with frontier solutions giving an effective boost to advances in nanoscience and nanotechnology; no 
mention on metrology and protocols standard is made, even if more suitable for industrial needs, as well as 
for a data repository concept 

O: by joining the technical flexibility typical of science oriented instrumentation with an adequate 
access flexibility, by setting up common metrology and protocol standards and by sowing the seed of a first 
nanoscience data repository, can be an alternative and an effective solution capable of attracting high-level 
industrial research. 

T: to cross the border too much towards the technological services jeopardizing top-level scientific and 
technological challenges  

 GENNESYS 

S: the opportunity of exploiting analytical LSFs for nanoscience and nanotechnology by close-location 
is addressed and a clear distinction between science and thematic technology centres is made and all the 
scientific and technological topics are deeply dealt with 

W: analytical proposals for possible infrastructures, agreements, governance structures and structured 
synergies between nanoscience centres and LSFs are still missing 

O: to design a concrete implementation at the open-access research infrastructure level, which is well 
defined in terms of governance and management and well suited to actually address the needs described 
by the GENNESYS scenario  

T: NFFA could be misinterpreted as an alternative or competitor of GENNESYS, being instead 
complementary or even one of the possible implementation of the widely shared GENNESYS vision. 
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7. GUIDELINES FOR THE NFFA MISSION  

In this section the overaching guidelines for NFFA will be set out, dealing with all those aspects 
characterizing the mission of a research infrastructure. 

7.1. Science and key aspects 

The scientific task of NFFA is to perform top-level non proprietary science in an open access mode, 
regulated by a peer review following the scientific/technological merit criterion for both public-academic 
and private institutions, pointing toward atomic precision manufacturing. 

To achieve this goal, NFFA has to develop technical solutions to make the integration between 
nanoscience research and analytical Large Scale Facilities (LSFs) more effective and to push toward cross 
linked research. 

The key aim is to create an infrastructure for nanoscience that is “virtually” a single site but directly 
connected to complementary analytical LSFs which are located in different sites. This virtual single site 
character is achieved by the combination of three of the four vision points: 

 the distributed infrastructure frame 

 the common metrology and protocols strategy 

 the data repository 
that is, by obtaining respectively 

 a “single portal” access and management 

 the reproducibility of characterization, synthesis and fabrication processes available at the different 
NFFA centres in order to make sure that what is made in one NFFA centre and sent to the connected 
LSF is identical to what is made in a different NFFA centre and sent to the connected LSF, which is 
complementary to the first one (for instance synchrotron and neutron sources) 

 a platform which helps to make easy and effective the flux of characterizations, synthesis and 
fabrications among the different centres. 

7.2. Technology aspects 

Proprietary research, from both public-academic and private institutions, is included in the activity of 
the NFFA-RI upon scientific/technological merit. The proprietary research quota has anyway to be limited 
to an adequate level in order to keep a high scientific profile. 

The common metrology and protocols strategy and the data repository will be again effective in 
achieving that level of quality in terms of reproducibility and transferability of results that the industrial 
community usually asks for from scientific infrastructures5.  

The Data Repository is also intended to be an effective tool to transfer results from the NFFA science 
infrastructure to Technology Centres like industrial and technological districts. 

7.3. Service aspects 

A desk service will be available in each NFFA centre. It will provide a quick response for short (few 
hours) technological demands (for instance sample characterization or preparation in a standard and well 
established way) directly managed at local level. 

In parallel, a Technical Liaison is intended to assist inexperienced users having potentially challenging 
proposals, and in general to give a scientific and technical consultancy to external bodies and technical 
committees devoted to develop and extend a common standard platform in the field of nanotechnology. 

Once again the common metrology and protocols strategy and the data repository will be effective in 
exchanging data and procedures between laboratories and NFFA centres and in upgrading the service itself. 
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7.4. Training aspects 

To make open access more effective, training of users as well as of personnel employed for a limited 
period of time (PhD students and postdocs) is planned. 

In the NFFA scenario two communities come together - staff researchers/technicians and external 
users - with the appointed objective of extracting maximum profit from the available technical 
infrastructure and shared brain power. To accomplish this goal certain preparation and training is needed 
for both groups. The ultimate objective is to assure a lively environment from a scientific and technological 
point of view while facilitating to the external users the access to the material and human resources 
needed for developing their approved projects. 

In addition, NFFA is sitting at the crossroads of Nanoscience and Nanotechnology and Fine Analysis of 
matter at LSFs. NFFA will then be an excellent platform for wider educational actions towards young 
researchers in order to assure a fruitful and sustainable outcome of this synergetic approach, thus 
empowering the NFFA concept itself. 

7.5. Dissemination and impact aspects 

As stated in the previous section, NFFA can be an excellent platform for wider outreach activities 
towards the academic community and society in general in relation to cutting edge technologies dealing 
with the ultimate engineering of matter. 

The role of the Data Repository to transfer scientific results from Science Centres to Technology 
Centers and to precompetitive activities, also in SME, is emphasized. The use of the Data Repository by the 
Technical Liaison when dealing with users’ proposals and external consultancy requests will be the first step 
to make the repository alive and to avoid setting up a database that will not be effectively used. 

Shifting competition in nanoscience and nanotechnology from technological and financial capabilities 
of individual research groups and companies towards intellectual skills will foster the successful 
development of small groups/companies capabilities in terms of novel ideas. 

7.6. Specific recommendations 

User access is crucial in achieving the mission as well as the capability to integrate different legal 
entities and to find well-suited agreements with the co-located LSFs. 

ANNEX I: 1ST NFFA WORKSHOP FOR THE IMPLEMENTATION OF WP4 

Within the NFFA strategy, a major issue and task of the Design Study is to assess the added value of 
Nanoscience Centres operating close to and in synergy with LSFs. 

A workshop was organized in June 2009 in order to discuss scientific profiles, users access strategies 
and management structures best suited to make effective the link between nano-centres and LSFs and to 
fulfill technical solutions proposed for strategic scientific cases. 

The following abbreviations will be used: 
NF (Nanoscience Foundries): nanoscience and nanotechnology centres or networks at national or 

transnational level 
FA (Fine Analysis): LSFs devoted to fine analysis 
MatCom (Material Community): scientific communities operating on complex and functional material, 

including all the possible declinations in the hard matter area (catalysis, magnetism and spintronics, 
plasmonic and photonic materials, etc.) 

BioCom (Bio Community): scientific communities operating in the widespread and growing fields from 
molecular biology to medical devices, including all the possible declinations in the health-care area. 
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Selected representatives of the NF, MatCom and BioCom were invited to the 1st NFFA workshop in 
order to investigate possible synergies with existing centres and to discuss access and organizations 
requests coming from scientific communities that seem to be strategic for the NFFA project, also on the 
basis of the NFFA survey results. 

The invited participants were: 

 

Participants  Affiliation Country Field 

Matthias KAUTT KIT-EUMINAFAB (Germany) NF 

Peter MODH MYFAB (Sweden) NF 

Paul MINEY INSPIRE (Ireland) NF 

Evgeniy UGRINOVICH RRC"Kurchatov" (Russia Federation) NF 

Alessandro MARCELLO ICGEB (United Nations) BioCom 

Fabrizio PIRRI LATEMAR (Italy) BioCom 

Hanns-Ulrich HABERMEIER Max Planck (Germany)  MatCom 

Umberto SCOTTI COHERENTIA (Italy) MatCom 

 

A summary of the outcome of the workshop follows. 
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1. NFFA Survey response: 

The workshop started with a brief presentation by Zheng Cui (Leader of NFFA WP2) on the results of 
the NFFA survey, probing interests and needs concerning Nanotechnology and fine analysis within 
European scientific communities . 

Instruments/techniques requested: 

 strong request for X-ray characterization, metrology, material growth and nanostructures 
synthesis  

 less important, nanofabrication, bio-processing, packaging 

Currently most of the people get the sample prepared in home facilities. 
Direct access is preferred but also remote access, that is without the direct operation of the user; it is 

going to be relevant. 

2. Input from MatCom: scientific cases, technical solutions, NF, FA and access needs. 

Needs: huge demand of material growth/synthesis facilities, also in proximity of LSF in order to 
facilitate in-situ and on-growth fine analysis. Demand of more reliable in-situ surface characterization. 

But: Material growth/synthesis is time consuming and specific equipments are requested for specific 
materials to achieve state of the art performances. For this reason in-situ analysis is inhibited or, when 
carried out, most of the beam time is lost in preparatory phases, affecting the success of the proposals. 

Opportunities: to overcome such a bottleneck for the development of new materials by effectively 
joining material synthesis, metrology and fine analysis. 

Technical solution: a battery of selected and dedicated chambers for synthesis and growths and 
solutions permitting a transfer from synthesis chambers to metrology and to fine analysis end stations 
under controlled conditions. The solution can be a physical connection between several chambers or 
standardized methods for sample transfer (controlled suitcase, load-lock and sample holder). Such a 
constraint is mainly needed for in-situ surface analysis, (bulk characterization is feasible most of the times 
ex-situ), therefore such a reliable link is addressed to end stations for surface and interfaces analysis 
(spectroscopic and structural). The possibility to think about a dedicated end station/beamline, managed by 
the NFFA centre, is well suited for such a scenario and could optimize technical solutions as well as access 
organization. Each different NFFA centre can be specialized for a particular research field, matching 
differences and peculiarities of the associated LSFs. 

Risks: huge efforts for activities not having enough critical mass. To follow the strategy to set up many 
different chambers that have to be connected with many different characterization techniques is tricky and 
expensive. Setting up an infrastructure serving activities that will stay at local level (the service must be 
really open access and addressed to a transnational community).  

Management: Overcome local contest driven by technical constraints by real open access sample 
preparation/definition. 

The scientific profiling must be top down, and such that to address and justify investments on specific 
materials and outlining activities which have to be strategic for the whole NFFA-RI mission (cfr. Deliverable 
D2.2. NFFA Science Program) The approach may be driven within long term projects as well as adopting 
BAG strategy for user management. In order to involve a community which is as wide as possible, it must be 
well represented/investigated in the top down decision. 

Synergies: the main synergy with existing facilities and established research groups may be in terms of 
training/personnel exchange and channelling the know-how toward dedicated facilities. This will contribute 
to keep state of the art competences at the facilities and to enlarge the user community. 
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3. Input from BioCom: scientific cases, technical solutions, NF, FA and access needs. 

Current scenario: Typically remote users, prepare the sample at home, send/bring it to the LSF, and 
the local staff performs the measurements. 

Bio-people normally do not know neither the characterization method, nor the technology to be used 
for the experiment: the main goal for the personnel working at the LSF with BioCom is to understand the 
problem first, then to suggest a solution. 

Needs: demand in characterization of interfaces between biological materials and inorganic substrates, 
but many times it is difficult to find equipment with high enough resolution. 

Patterning for bio-arrays. 

In-situ characterization is required also for wet samples. Biological samples are normally wet samples, 
therefore every experiment should have its own specific technical equipment/solution, that most of the 
times is not common with those used for MatCom.  

The accessibility to the LSF should be easier – fast and efficient selection procedure is needed  
Opportunities: suggestions on the analytical methods to be applied should come from the NFFA staff: 

ideally, there should be a strong and continuous communication between biologists and the scientists of 
the NFFA-LSF, from the beginning (design of the experiment) and then along the whole characterization 
process. At the moment, this communication is lacking, due to different “languages” between biologists 
and physicists/engineers. 

If a bio-facility is operating in the close surrounding of a centre, biological samples could be easily and 
reliably transferred, even if they are fragile. In this view the nearby bio-facility could be involved in the 
NFFA bio-sample definition. 

Nano- and micro- fluidic tools are able to make feasible analysis under real conditions. 
Risks: reliable samples by surrounding facilities must not translate in making that facility the privileged 

user, thus restricting most of the access to local level and not open to transnational level. The possible 
synergy must keep the real open access standard. 

Solutions: there should be bio-experts in the facility, that know the LSF possibilities and procedures, to 
help to understand the respective ideas. 

A basic bio-lab would be useful. Many times BioCom needs specialized laboratories for sample 
preparation, though not much expensive; it would be a strong benefit to have well equipped labs available 
in situ whenever samples are very delicate (i.e. live cells). 

To make nano- and micro- fluidic know-how effective to give technical solutions for in-situ analysis. 
Synergies: the main synergy with existing facilities may be in terms of training/personnel exchange and 

channelling the know-how toward the in-situ sample preparation, also to foster an interdisciplinary 
common “language”. 

4. Input from NF: some peculiarities of existing nano centers/networks 

MYFAB 
Public funding for operation, about 10M€ plus more funding from private partners and Swedish 

University. 
Profile mainly defined in order to achieve benefits at national level:  

  avoid duplicated instrumentations 

 local access to the whole network 

 standard backup procedure of protocols 

 different expertises available 

No time dedicated to in-house research – only collaboration with external users - institutions or firms. 
The project selection is done directly from the internal scientists – no evaluation committee, no peer-
review evaluation. For local research is good. 
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Very few production activity is included; much more prototyping. 
Access  
The same selection criteria are applied for basic research and applied research. 
External users are charged (both research institutes and private firms). 
Non-disclosure agreements are NOT signed, even by private firms. 
A data repository is not defined, but the “general” protocols (such as, instruments parameters) are 

recorded while the specific details for each experiment are not - and it would not be possible to document 
all the peculiarities of every single measurement – no user would like to tell around the “secrets of the 
art”… 

Lab sharing: 
1. complete sharing of equipments inside collaborations 

2. renting space just for income 

Some equipment is dedicated to few people, some equipment for sharing and some equipment is fully 
open to users. 

Training, instruments maintenance and support during the experiment are provided for the users, to 
both research institutes and private firms. Basic training is clustered in courses. Specific training to get a 
driving license for some equipments. 

Karlsruhe – EUMINAFAB 
(ready to start, 1st call in fall 2009) 
Laboratories to prepare the samples in situ (100 – 300K € invested for lab construction, maintenance 

and users support). 
Technical liaison: there is a counsel service to send the users in the right lab. Technical solutions are 

developed to answer specific needs or requests from the users. Such a consultancy service is provided upon 
payment of a fee. 

Access 
The LSF is open all year: users/project evaluation can be done in any moment, without need for an 

official call. Users access is regulated by two selection procedures: a preliminary evaluation of the project 
by an internal committee (coordinators), then a peer-review selection by an external and independent 
committee. This takes approx. 2 weeks; in special cases, a fast track access procedure is allowed. 

The maximum application time is 2 years, if longer time is necessary, the user must start the application 
procedure from the beginning. After 1 year, a short result summary must be presented – this allows for a 
selection of the “worthy” projects.  

Private companies must pay (if the results are not published). If the results are published, the 
institution will not be charged. 

A EU-wide facility should be attractive for the people coming from the international area – local users 
will not be paid or reimbursed. 

INSPIRE 

Capital funding, 20M€ 
Recurrent funding, 12M€ 
Mission to provide shared access to advanced instrumentation, graduate courses and new strategic 

research partnerships  
Users are charged 30% of the total instrument cost/h 
Strong links with the local/regional institution and with other facilities in Europe and US  
Irish government foster connection with European initiatives and participation in wider networks. 
Access is regulated by a program manager interacting with visiting scientists, the technical staff, the 

financial administration and the executive committee. 
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5. General remarks 

Synergies: In order to promote a multidisciplinary know-how sharing, exchanges of the NFFA personnel 
should be planned among the NFFA centres in order to guarantee the suitable training of both the local 
people and of the users community. To keep high the level of the research/service, the NFFA centres should 
all have state of the art equipments and, if the same equipments are present in the local territory, interface 
with them is mandatory in order to establish cooperation/consortium. The main goal is not only to provide 
a better users support but also to bring together widespread competences aimed at contributing to the 
developing of nanoscience and nanotechnology.  

Access: for fast peer review procedure (2-4 weeks) referees have to be paid to fulfil such a short time 
constraint. The balance between quick answer and lowering the cost should be the right compromise. 

Peer review committee in charge for 1 year only (Euminafab) 

Long-term proposals can last no more than 2 years with progress report after the first year; if the 
scientific project is not concluded in 2 years and the group wants to finish the experiments a new 
application must be submitted. 

For urgent and appealing projects quick access can be allowed but in any case the allocation has to be 
judged a posteriori by the peer review committee. One strategy is to allocate one day a week to urgent 
proposals. 

The technical liaison helps in preparing the proposals and addressing users requests to suitable 
facilities. A central booking system for all centres is required. Avoid double peer review (NFFA centre and 
LSF). Experienced groups train their inexperienced users. 

General management: problem in dealing with different legal entities.  
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ANNEX II: NFFA MISSION STATEMENT 

1. A need for a distributed infrastructure linked to analytical LSFs 

The NFFA Design Study supports the construction and subsequent operation of an ERIC6 consisting of 
Nanoscale Science Research Centres at European sites that already host one or more Large Scale Facilities 
for Fine Analysis of matter.  

Nanoscience and nanotechnology address the synthesis and functional use of materials, devices, and 
systems on the basis of the understanding and control of matter at the nanometre-length scale (at atomic 
precision level, at molecular and supermolecular architectural level, at fs-ns time scales). These capabilities 
are of urgent need in order to address current great challenges in fields of primary interest such as Energy 
(conversion and saving), Health (diagnostics and therapy) and Environment (toxicology and remediation), 
among others.  

Radiation sources dedicated to fine analysis (synchrotron radiation sources, free electron lasers, 
neutron sources, high power or ultrashort laser pulses) play a prime role among the most advanced tools 
for nanoscale research and characterization, but their effective impact on nanoscience and nanotechnology 
remains mostly at basic research level, proofs of principle and demonstration experiments. In fact, most of 
the fabrication, synthesis and analysis at the nanoscale level is currently performed in laboratories (national 
or regional, academic or industrial) that do not take full advantage of advanced fine analysis methods.  

The lack of an infrastructure capable of combining state of the art nanofabrication and complementary 
analysis methods with the full exploitation of fine analysis enabled by radiation source methods is a 
bottleneck in the European competitiveness in medium-long term research programs on nano-functional 
materials and nano-systems. 

In order to fill this gap, a distributed infrastructure based on 3 to 6 NFFA centres is being devised. 
These centres will make available state-of-the-art equipment for materials synthesis, nano-fabrication and 
analysis, in combination with the most relevant methods for fine analysis based on radiation sources. 
Moreover, the NFFA centres will have a single entry window for users, will operate under a unified 
metrology and will introduce a first repository of nanoscience data and protocols (metadata). 

2. Unique aspects of the NFFA mission  

Research in nanoscale phenomena is of central concern to ensure the competitiveness of Europe, as is 
evident from national and European roadmaps of science and technology. NFFA will provide a unique portal 
for optimizing open access to a distributed infrastructure for the advancement of research by capitalizing 
on state of the art knowledge of many institutions enabling the full reproducibility of samples and analysis 
procedures (from numerical simulation and theoretical modelling to synthesis and nanofabrication; from 
nano-assembly and manipulation to experiments with nano-X ray beams, ultrashort (fs-ps) X-ray pulses, 
high energy resolution neutron and UV radiation probes, and high resolution microscopy techniques), 
therefore setting the conditions for advanced experiments in an integrated European nanoscience and 
nanotechnology effort.  

The NFFA centres will share a common platform for synthesis, nanofabrication and characterization 
and a common metrology, making it possible to reproduce in different centres replica samples and systems 
for different characterizations and experiments. Each centre will be further specialized according to the 
specific site characteristics and its technical and scientific environment. 

Through open access to NFFA, European scientists and nanotechnology developers will exploit a set of 
multidisciplinary facilities that will be instrumental in their advanced research as a complement of their 
own programs as well as a main infrastructure for new research.  
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The 3 to 6 NFFA centres will be selected after a pan-European peer-review process with the general 
aim of providing access to the most relevant fine analysis methods and instrumentation by carefully 
choosing the complementarity of the partner Large Scale Facilities and by offering a geographically 
effective distribution of access points.  

3. Integration in the ERA 

NFFA will be an instrument for the European Framework Programs as well as for national or 
institutional programmatic research performed by public and private laboratories according to the open-
access criteria of the ERIC legal framework. Agreements will be established with the Large Scale Facilities 
for Fine Analysis for access to quotas of beamtime through a unified peer-review procedure. Possible 
agreements with other nano-fabs with industrial scope may further increase the integration of the ERA. 
Open access to NFFA may be obtained by networks as well as individual laboratories or groups contributing 
to a self-organization of the nanoscience community to pipeline the experiments. 

4. Mission relevance and impact 

NFFA aims at offering to the European science and technology communities effective open access to a 
state of the art distributed facility that integrates, as advanced analysis stage, the use of large scale 
radiation source facilities. Energy, Health and Environment will be at the forefront of the research that will 
be carried out at NFFA by users, as well as by NFFA scientific staff, without excluding other challenging 
application topics in the future. 

Finally, the above outlined NFFA mission will aim at achieving the following impact objectives, which 
are also in line with the ERA vision and the GENNESYS recommendation: 

 Enhance the use of LSFs by nanoscience and nanotechnology communities. 

 Extend the use of advanced instrumentation for nanotechnology to the scientific and technological 
communities that are not able or willing to sustain their own medium/large instrumentation. The 
creation of a standardized platform with reliable access (from both the technical and bureaucratic 
point of view) implies pushing toward a technological competition based on skill ideas and critical 
mass collaborations rather than on financial and technical capabilities of individual groups. 

 Make scientific data and technology protocols more accessible to communities other than the 
stakeholders of national nanoscience foundries and LSFs which are present in the actual European 
scenario. 

 Foster a scientific culture in converging and interdisciplinary fields, like nanotechnology, and extend 
its benefits to the whole of society. 
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